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Abstract Special gravity refers to interacting theories of massless gravitons in Minkowski space-time which are
invariant under the abelian gauge invariance hab → hab + ∂(a χb) only. In this article we determine the most general form
of special gravity free of Ostrogradski ghosts, meaning its equation of motion is of at most second order. Together with
the recent works, this result could be helpful in formulating proofs of General Relativity as the unique physical theory
of self-interacting massless gravitons. We also study how to construct gauge invariant couplings to matter fields.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background
Possibilities of modifying General Relativity (GR)
have been continuously explored ever since its appearance. Some attempts are of phenomenological interest,
while others are of pure theoretical interest. This article
belongs to the latter case at least.
There have been long-lasting attempts to show that
GR is the unique physical theory of interacting massless
gravitons from fundamental principles of special relativity and quantum mechanics.[1−11] In many “proofs” of
the GR uniqueness, typically one needs not only wellestablished principles such as Lorentz invariance and unitarity, but also some technical assumptions such as minimal couplings with only two derivatives, universal matter couplings inspired by the classical equivalence principle‡ , etc., which are physically less robust than various fundamental principles. One of the most general results of this style with only few additional assumptions is
given by Wald, stating that given the technical assumption
that the equations of motion could be derived from action principles, the gauge transformation of free massless
graviton has only one possible non-linear extension, that
is, diﬀeomorphism transformation acting on a symmetric
rank-2 covariant tensor.[6] In other words, if a weakly coupled§ theory were to support a Minkowski vacuum with
massless-graviton excitations around it, then either the
theory could be rewritten in the geometric language using
a metric as the dynamical ﬁeld, or it remains to be perturbative ﬁeld theory in Minkowski spacetime enjoying linear
∗ E-mail:

abelian gauge invariance only. Temporarily, we shall call
the former and latter possibilities as theories of the ﬁrst
and second type respectively.
Theories of the ﬁrst type have been studied extensively
a long time ago. One of the main achievements along this
direction is given by Ref. [15], which shows that the only
theories enjoying second-order equations of motion are GR
(in 4 dimensions) and Lovelock gravity (in D > 4 dimensions). This result is known as the Lovelock theorem in
the literature.
On the other hand, theories of the second type are
relatively less examined. Compared to theories of the
ﬁrst type, these theories are deﬁned rigorously in the
Minkowski spacetime and look more like the traditional
quantum ﬁeld theories. Wald himself did write down
some examples of such theories for illustrative purposes,
which obviously involve higher derivatives in equations
of motion.[6] The ﬁrst appearance of ghost-free interactions is done by Ref. [16], where the authors search for
ghost-free kinetic modiﬁcations to Lorentz invariant massive gravity.[17−21] It turns out some of the terms they
obtained are valid for massless gravitons also. In a previous work[22] we named these theories enjoying only the
abelian gauge invariance as special gravity, to emphasize
special covariance. Abelian gravity could also be a good
name but it has been adopted by another theory.[23] In
the same work, we studied the three-point vertices of special gravity using various modern techniques developed
by the particle physics community, such as the spinorhelicity formalism, asymptotic causality,[24−25] etc. It has
been shown already in Ref. [25] that asymptotic causality
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‡ Recently it is shown that the classical equivalence principle could be violated by quantum eﬀects.[12−14] As a result, it is questionable
to have the classical equivalence principle as a physical input assumption.
§ Here by “weakly coupled” we mean the non-linear theory has no more degrees of freedom than the free theory.
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could be helpful in picking out GR from modiﬁed gravity theories of the Lovelock type. In Ref. [22], we show
further that the same principle could also be helpful in
eliminating special gravity as physical theories at the fundamental level, as the three-point vertices violate explicitly asymptotic causality by themselves. At present, the
asymptotic-causality arguments are limited to the threepoint vertices, and new insights are needed to extend the
analysis to higher-point vertices. Anyway, together with
Refs. [6, 25] we ﬁgure out that the causality principle could
play an important role in formulating the uniqueness of
GR, helping to eliminate non-GR theories of both the ﬁrst
type and second type and allowing one to replace various
ad hoc technical assumptions with more physical ones (see
also Ref. [26] for relevant discussions).
It is worthwhile to notice that although special gravity
may not be a theory of fundamental interactions by themselves due to potential violations of asymptotic causality, there could be some applications in condensed matter
physics. It is ﬁgured out by Refs. [27–29] theoretically
that it is possible to construct a condensed matter system
which contains emergent relativistic massless graviton excitations at the long distance. The eﬀective descriptions
of these emergent gravitons are Lorentz invariant (with
an eﬀective speed of light). The authors of Refs. [27–29]
attempt to claim that the interaction of these massless
graviton excitations would serve as a low-speed-of-light
version of GR. However, it is known by the particle physics
community that this is not the case, as condensed matter
systems typically contain local degrees of freedom, while
GR does not. As a result, we propose special gravity to
be a better candidate, which is actually nothing but ﬁeld
theories deﬁned in the ﬂat spacetime and contains local
observables just like the traditional quantum ﬁeld theories. The aforementioned violations of asymptotic causality are less relevant in these cases, as the short-distance
descriptions of the condensed matter systems are typically
non-relativistic, and thus there is no relativistic notion of
causality at the fundamental level. If these condensed
matter systems were realized in the lab,[30−31] it would be
possible to see special gravity in the real nature. Also,
there could be other applications in the studies of massive
gravity (see Ref. [22] for details).
With all these in mind, it is meaningful to continue
theoretical studies of special gravity. One of the questions unanswered by Ref. [22] is what is the most general
ghost-free special gravity. This question is answered by
the present article. We have tried to be mathematically
rigorous instead of making ambiguous statements.
1.2 Main Result
Under the following conditions
• The equations of motion are at most second-order,
• The theory is Lagrangian in nature, meaning that
the equations of motion are derivable from an action principle,
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the only terms of self-interacting massless gravitons in
Minkowski spacetime that enjoy abelian gauge invariance
are given by:
L(n) = ha[a ∂a1 ∂ a1 hbb11 · · · ∂an ∂ an hbbnn ] ,

(1)

where hab denotes the graviton ﬁeld. The n-th term is
nontrivial only in dimensions D >= 2n + 1.
1.3 Notations and Terminology
Throughout this paper we make use of the following
deﬁnitions of notations: comma (,) means space-time partial diﬀerentiation, while semicolon (;) is dedicated to local
functions of tensor ﬁelds and means partial diﬀerentiation
with respect to relevant tensor ﬁelds or tensor ﬁelds with
the space-time derivatives. For example
hab,cd =∂
˙ d ∂c hab ,

(2a)

ab

E ab;cd,ef =
˙

∂E
,
∂hcd,ef

(2b)

which agrees with that of Ref. [32].
Also, the parenthesis T(abcd)ef g means symmetrization
while the bracket T[abcd]ef g means anti-symmetrization.
Indices are freely raised and lowered by the ﬂat metric
ηab .
We also have to clarify that by Lorentz invariant we
really mean Poincare invariant. This applies almost everywhere in this article. Lastly, keep in mind that gauge
invariance, linear gauge invariance, abelian gauge invariance all mean the same thing in this article. We sometimes
use the ancient word concomitant to mean a tensorial expression which is constructed locally from several tensors
in accordance with Lovelock and Horndeski.

2 The Proof
2.1 Gauge Invariance
In this section we will derive the constraints that gauge
invariance puts on the equations of motion E ab which is
required to be a local function of hab , hab,c and hab,cd , and
manifestly gauge invariant.
e ab denote E ab with hab replaced by hab + ξ(a,b) ,
Let E
where the gauge transformation parameter is denoted by
e ab is a function of both h, ∂h, ∂∂h
ξ. Note that in general E
e ab
and ∂ξ, ∂∂ξ, ∂∂∂ξ. But because of gauge invariance, E
has to be independent of all the latter arguments, which
is possible if and only if
e ab
∂E
0=
= E ab;(cd) = E ab;cd ,
(3a)
∂ξc,d
e ab
∂E
0=
= E ab;c(d,e) ,
(3b)
∂ξc,de
e ab
∂E
0=
= E ab;c(d,ef ) .
(3c)
∂ξc,def
Note that the present case is much simpler than the generally covariant (Lovelock) case[15] in that diﬀerent orders of
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derivative of the gauge parameter ﬁeld do not compensate
each other. Here we have decoupled constraints.
Equation (3a) says that E ab simply can not depend on
h; Eq. (3b) says that E ab;cd,e is antisymmetric in d, e, but
it is by deﬁnition symmetric in c, d. The incompatibility
of those two symmetries are well known thus E ab;cd,e vanishes, so E ab can not depend on ∂h either. We henceforth
drop any dependences on the zeroth and ﬁrst spacetime
derivatives of hab , which greatly simpliﬁes the analysis.
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The ﬁrst one says E ab;cd,ef is symmetric under the exchange of ab ↔ cd; the third one is weaker than the second, which says
0 = ∂f E cd;ab,ef = E cd;ab,ef ;gh,pq hgh,pqf .
Therefore

E cd;ab,e(f |;gh,|pq) = 0 .

(10)
(11)

2.3 General Form of E ab
Here we summarize the properties of E ab;cd,ef :

2.2 Integrability (Lagrangianity)

E ab;c(d,ef ) = 0 ,

In this section we will derive the condition under which
the equations of motion are derivable from an action principle. Suppose the equations of motion are derivable from
an action functional S, then for commutativity of functional derivatives
[
]
δ
δ
0≡
,
S
δhab (x) δhcd (y)
δ
δ
=
E cd (y) −
E ab (x) .
(4)
δhab (x)
δhcd (y)
This is what we call integrability (or more fancifully Lagrangianity) condition. It is a necessary and suﬃcient condition. Taking further Eqs. (3a) and (3b) into account, we
get
0 ≡ E cd;ab,ef (y)∂ey ∂fy δ D (x − y)
− E ab;cd,ef (x)∂ex ∂fx δ D (x − y) .

(5)

This expression should be understood distributionally. To
extract information we multiply it with two test functions
f (x) and g(y) and do the integration. We have
∫
dD xdD y f (x)g(y)E cd;ab,ef (y)∂ey ∂fy δ D (x − y)
∫
= dD xdD y∂ey ∂fy [g(y)E cd;ab,ef (y)]f (x)δ D (x − y)
∫
= dD y ∂ey ∂fy [g(y)E cd;ab,ef (y)]f (y) ,
(6)
∫
dD xdD y f (x)g(y)E ab;cd,ef (x)∂ex ∂fx δ D (x − y)
∫
= dD x ∂ex ∂fx [f (x)E ab;cd,ef (x)]g(x)
∫
= dD x f (x)E ab;cd,ef (x)∂ex ∂fx g(x) .
(7)
After some simpliﬁcations and taking into account that
the identity holds for any test function f (x), we get
0 ≡ ∂e ∂f [g(x)E cd;ab,ef (x)] − E ab;cd,ef (x)∂e ∂f g(x)
= ∂e ∂f g(x)(E

cd;ab,ef

+ 2∂e g(x)∂f E

−E

cd;ab,ef

ab;cd,ef

+ g(x)∂e ∂f E

.

(8)

This in turn holds for arbitrary test function g(x), thus
E cd;ab,ef − E ab;cd,ef = 0 ,
∂f E

cd;ab,ef

= 0,

∂e ∂f E cd;ab,ef = 0 .

=E

ab;cd,ef

E
E

ab;cd,ef

,

=E

ab;ef,cd

E

ab;···;cd,ef ;···;gh,pq;···

,
=E

(12b)
(12c)
ab;···;gh,pq;···;cd,ef ;···

.

(12d)

The ﬁrst two are just Eqs. (3c) and (9a); the third one
is derivable from the ﬁrst one; the last one is due to commutativity of partial derivatives “;”. We have discarded
(11) because it could be derived from the above four properties.
Put in words, the index pairs in E ab;··· satisfy Property
S deﬁned in Ref. [33]. For such a set of index pairs, whenever three of the indices coincide, the expression vanishes.
This is because one can always bring any three identical
indices into a cyclic group by repetitive use of the cyclic
identity (12a) which holds for any two pairs of indices
thanks to the symmetry properties. So there is an upper
bound on number k of partial derivatives with respect to
hab,cd in a given dimension D, namely
4k + 2 ≤ 2D .

(13)

Otherwise, there would always be three identical indices.
Thus E ab has the following general form
E ab + E ab;c1 d1 ,e1 f1 hc1 d1 ,e1 f1
+ E ab;c1 d1 ,e1 f1 ;c2 d2 ,e2 f2 hc1 d1 ,e1 f1 hc2 d2 ,e2 f2 + · · ·
+ E ab;c1 d1 ,e1 f1 ;···;cK dK ,eK fK hc1 d1 ,e1 f1 · · ·
× hcK dK ,eK fK ,

(14)

where K = [(D − 1)/2]. The E’s obviously enjoy Property
S and are Lorentz invariant tensors. Appendix A shows
that the E’s are determined to the unique form (up to a
constant factor)
[a

e ]

ηb ηdc11 ηfe11 · · · ηdcK
η K ,
K fK

(15)

where we temporarily lowered half of the indices for
brevity of illustration.
2.4 The Lagrangian

)
cd;ab,ef

(12a)

cd;ab,ef

We only have to ﬁnd one Lagrangian that correctly
gives rise to the equations of motion, because all Lagrangians giving rise to the same equations of motion diﬀer
only by a boundary term. The Lagrangian we choose is

(9a)

L(n) = ha[a ∂a1 ∂ a1 hbb11 · · · ∂an ∂ an hbbnn ] .

(9b)

It is easy to see this correctly reproduces the desired equations of motion upon variation.

(9c)

(16)
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This family of Lagrangians happen to be those
“pseudo-linear” Lagrangians corresponding to the Lovelock terms, which was already studied by Refs. [16, 34].
The invariance of such terms under linear gauge transformation was already pointed out by those authors. There is
also a general proof provided in the appendix of Ref. [22].
Now we see that these happen to be the only ghost-free
gauge invariant Lagrangians.

3 Discussions
3.1 The Field Strength Tensor
Making use of Property S of the E’s, we can cast the
equations of motion into a form, which depends on hcd,ef
only through the combination
hd[c,e]f − hf [c,e]d ,
(1)

which is just Rcedf [η + h], the ﬁrst order expansion of the
Riemann curvature tensor, and is manifestly gauge invariant.
Interestingly enough there are no way to do the same
to the corresponding Lagrangian, which is at best gauge
invariant up to boundary terms.
3.2 Relation with Deser’s Iterative Procedure
There is a textbook procedure developed long ago by
Ref. [5], where GR could be brought up iteratively out of
a free massless graviton Lagrangian with additional couplings to the matter energy-momentum tensor. The general procedure is
• Start with the free Lagrangian hb[a ∂c ∂ d hfe] .
• Couple it to the energy-momentum tensor of some
previously isolated matter sector through hab T ab .
Since a conserved T ab couples only to the transversal part of hab , this was expected to preserve gauge
invariance.
• But once coupled, T ab is no longer conserved by itself, which in turn excites the longitudinal component of hab , destroying gauge invariance. To compensate for the non-conservation we try to add the
energy-momentum tensor of the graviton itself to
T ab , which gives rise to a self-coupling term of hab .
• But this self-coupling also contributes a higher order term to T ab , and eventually we ﬁnd ourselves
doing this for an inﬁnite number of times, and ﬁnd
out the terms that we add agree with the ﬂat-space
expansion of GR order by order.
In the second step there is the assumption that the
graviton has to couple to energy-momentum tensor. This
is a natural assumption, which seems too reasonable to
drop. But what we have to say is that it is the removal
of this very assumption that gives rise to many interesting possibilities, like the Λ3 decoupling limit of massive
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gravity,[17−18] where hab couples to a symmetric tensor
χab which is not the energy-momentum tensor but is identically conserved, meaning ∂a χab = 0 holds without any
external help. Below is an example
hab (∂a ∂b ϕ − ηab ∂ 2 ϕ) .

(17)

If in the second step we were to add this term instead of
hab T ab , there would be nothing to do further, the theory
is already complete.
In special gravity the situation is similar in the sense
that the equations of motion satisﬁes ∂a E ab = 0 identically (oﬀ-shell), which is a necessary condition for gauge
invariance.
3.3 Coupling to Matter Fields
Equation (17) is a working example of healthy coupling of the special graviton with a scalar ﬁeld. We now
describe an algorithm to construct more of such couplings.
For this purpose, note that the ∂a ∂b ϕ − ηab ∂ 2 ϕ can be
derived
by functionally diﬀerentiating the following action
∫√
−gR[g]ϕ with respect to gab , and then in the obtained
expression setting gab = ηab . This gives us a hint of how
to generalize.
In fact, any action of the form S[gab , Φ] (where Φ denotes a collection of tensor ﬁelds) which vanishes when
gab = ηab , could give rise to an (identically conserved)
symmetric tensor upon variating with respect to gab and
then setting gab = ηab , since
d
0 = S[ϕ∗Xt g, ϕ∗Xt Φ]
∫dt
δS
= 2
∇(a Xb) + EΦ · £X Φ ,
(18)
δgab
for any test vector ﬁeld X vanishing on the space-time
boundary. Now set gab = ηab , since the action S vanishes,
EΦ = δS/δΦ is zero by deﬁnition. We get that ∂a χab = 0
holds identically, where we have deﬁned
δS
χab =
.
δgab gab =ηab
Let us borrow
∫ √Below ais ban example.
−gGab ∇ ϕ∇ ϕ from the Horndeski family, where Gab
is the Einstein tensor. It is a good choice since the resulting χab would contain no higher order derivatives. Then
we could obtain the gauge invariant coupling
1
− hab ∂c ∂ a ϕ∂ c ∂ b ϕ − haa (∂ 2 ϕ)2
2
1 a
c d
+ ha ∂c ∂d ϕ∂ ∂ ϕ + hab ∂ a ∂ b ϕ∂ 2 ϕ .
(19)
2
The procedure described above is a special case of
the “pseudo-linear” construction. ∫ This could be seen
√
by working out another example:
−gGϕ, where G is
the 4-dimensional Euler Density. This is a Horndeski
term which vanishes for both zeroth and ﬁrst order in
hab = gab − ηab , thus the second order expansion in hab
ϕ∂[a ∂ a hbb ∂c ∂ c hdd]
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would be a gauge invariant h-h-ϕ vertex. Gauge invariant
vertices involving more graviton legs could be obtained in
this way.
3.4 Interaction between Multiple Special Gravitations
In the main part we only dealt with self-interaction of
a single massless graviton, but the Lagrangian is readily
generalizable to multiple ﬁelds:
L(n) = Cα1 α2 ···αn+1
×h

(α1 )a
a1 (α2 )b1
[a ∂a1 ∂ h b1

· · · ∂an ∂ an h

(αn+1 )bn
bn ]

, (20)

where α’s are internal indices and Cα1 α2 ···αn+1 is some arbitrary coeﬃcient with restrictions coming only from the
internal symmetries. One veriﬁes with ease that the equations of motion are no more than second order. This is
in sharp contrast with GR, where two gravitons will not
interact with each other easily.

4 Summary
In this paper, we construct the most general form of
ghost-free special gravity, and discuss its relation to the
iterative construction procedure of GR. We also develop
a routine to seek for gauge invariant couplings between
special gravitons and matter ﬁelds.
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Appendix A: The coeﬃcients E ’s
We are to determine the most general rank-(2L) contravariant tensor which is Poincare invariant and enjoys
Property S. Note that we are just one claim away from
Theorem 3 of Ref. [15]:
Claim 1 Any Poincare invariant tensor can be expressed
by a local tensorial expression of the ﬂat metric η, that is
T a1 a2 ··· = T a1 a2 ··· (η) .
Proof Firstly, since it is Poincare invariant, it must be
a concomitant of ηab , ∂η, ∂∂η, etc. Secondly, the partial derivatives are simple to rule out since we are free to
choose a Minkowski frame in which all partial derivatives
of η vanish, then the expression reduces to an expression
independent of the derivatives but is by itself tensorial,
meaning it could be used in any frame.
The rest of this appendix is just the Lovelock’s theorem
put in modern notations. The original proofs[15,33] involve
the contents of a series of papers and are too ancient to
read. For this reason we recommend continuing with this
appendix instead of searching through those papers.
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Claim 2 Any local tensorial expression T a1 a2 ··· (gab )
where g is a metric ﬁeld satisﬁes the following identity
···
···
∑
∑
T ···ak−1 aak+1 ··· g ak b =
T ···ak−1 bak+1 ··· g ak a . (A1)
k=1

k=1

Proof

The mathematical form of tensoriality says
ϕ∗ (T (g)) = T (ϕ∗ g) ,

where ϕ is an arbitrary diﬀeomorphism which we now
choose to be generated from a vector ﬁeld X and
parametrized by t,
ϕ∗Xt (T (g)) = T (ϕ∗Xt g) .
Diﬀerentiating both sides with respect to t and then setting t = 0, we get
∂T a1 a2 ···
(£X T )a1 a2 ··· =
(£X g)ab .
∂gab
By direct calculation this becomes
···
∑
∂T a1 a2 ···
−
T ···ak−1 aak+1 ··· ∇a X ak = 2
∇(a Xb) ,
∂gab
k=1

where ∇ is the metric connection. Since this holds for
arbitrary vector ﬁeld X we get
···
∑
∂T a1 a2 ···
∂T a1 a2 ···
−
T ···ak−1 aak+1 ··· g ak b =
+
. (A2)
∂gab
∂gba
k=1

Now the right hand side is manifestly symmetric in a and
b. The left hand side must also be so, which gives the
desired result.
Claim 3 If in addition T a1 a2 ··· (g) has even number of
indices grouped in pairs and they enjoy Property S, then
the expression is determined up to a constant factor.
Proof Say the number of indices is 2L and the spacetime dimension is D. Call it an S-tensor of rank-L for
short. Contracting Eq. (A1) with ga1 b and using Property
S, we get
(D + 1 − L) T aa2 a3 ··· = ga1 b T a1 ba3 a4 ··· g aa2
1∑
ga b T a1 ba3 ···ap−1 a2 ap+1 ··· g aap .
2 p=3 1
2L

−

(A3)

When L >= D + 1, there are too many indices and T
vanishes by Property S (see Eq. (13)). Thus we can safely
put L ≤ D. Note the right hand side of Eq. (13) is a combination of gab and ga1 b T a1 ba3 a4 ··· , with the latter to be
an S-tensor of rank-(L-1). By recursive use of this equation we could eventually express the original S-tensor in
terms of gab and the scalar ga1 a2 ga3 a4 · · · T a1 a2 a3 a4 ··· , with
no undetermined coeﬃcients.
It thus remains to prove that a scalar quantity constructed only from gab must be a constant. But Eq. (A2)
with T a scalar readily states the fact we want.
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